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"The Greatest Generation" And The Cultural War
Tom Brokaw, the anchor man for the NBC Nightly News, wrote a
book entitled The Greatest Generation. That book depicts the
generation which went through the great depression and fought World
War II. In our opinion here at Christian Crusade for Truth, who are of
that generation, Mr. Brokaw's title is a great stretching of the truth!
It is true that the first half of this century was a monumental time in
history. It was a monumental time because the world was made safe for
Communism and the World Zionist Utopia, popularly known as the
United Nations. Tom Brokaw's book can best be described as a
Tom Brokaw
surreptitious award given to the American generations of this century. It
was the United States that made it happen and this issue will show how it was done.
The men and women of this century shouldn't be forced to take all of the blame! The
readers of the Intelligence Newsletter should know that this great shift in the culture of
Western European people (including the United States) has taken place over many years.
We should also know that our forefathers had no way of knowing the full implications of
what was then happening. So the major fault is with the modern generations and we will
see that as this issue proceeds.
We have failed the basic Commandments of God in what we have done. In Exodus 20
we can read about it. Starting in verse 3: "Thou shalt have no other gods before me. Thou
shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven
above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth:"
What graven image of another god has been made which has totally changed our
culture? What about the Zionist symbol of power, the six-pointed star of David or Solomon?
That is an image of a god, the god of the Talmud, the god of Judaism. and it is not the God
of the Bible. The Talmud was started in Babylon and was completed after the Jews returned
to Jerusalem. The definition of the word "Jew" is one who believes in the Talmud. That sixpointed star is an image which represents the Talmud.
To give examples of this we present these quotes: Baruch Levy, in a letter to Karl Marx
in 1928 summed up the Talmud when he wrote, "The Jewish people as a whole will be its
own messiah. It will attain world dominion by the dissolution of other races, by the abolition
of frontiers, the annihilation of monarchy, and by the establishment of a world republic in
which the Jews will everywhere exercise the privilege of citizenship. In this new world order
the children of Israel (He means Jews, not Israel-ed.) will furnish all the leaders without
encountering opposition. The governments of the different peoples forming the world
republic will fall without difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for the
Jewish rulers to abolish private property, and everywhere to make use of the resources of

the state. Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, in which is said that when the
messianic time is come, the Jews will have all the property of the whole world in their
hands."
Let's return now to the Book of Exodus, Chapter 20 and we will continue with verse 5,
"Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the Lord am a jealous God,
visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation of
them that hate me."
It is nearly impossible to escape bowing down to this six-pointed star which has become
a symbol of a god as long as we blindly accept what is being done by the government at all
levels, the schools, the Judeo-Christian churches, as well as the general society. To add
insult to injury, many of our society consider it a hate crime even to politely discuss the
issue.
To show how we are bowing down to this god, let's again read parts of Baruch Levy's
letter. He said, "It will attain world dominion by the dissolution of other races, by the
abolition of frontiers, the annihilation of monarchy, and by the establishment of a world
republic in which the Jews will everywhere exercise the privilege of citizenship."
Does anyone doubt that this country (along with our sister nations in Europe) is rapidly
becoming a light shade of brown? Are we not losing the identity of our borders, particularily
the border with Mexico? Some years ago we gave a message entitled The Immigration
Scam in which the entire process of the destruction of all immigration laws was given. It is a
consise, authoritative history of bowing down to this image of another god.
The United Nations is nothing but the "world republic" described by Levy. Have you
noticed that Jewish people are allowed to have dual citizenship in their host country and in
Israel?
Baruch Levy also stated that the governments of the world will fall into their hands. We
have shown in past newsletters and messages that Rabbi Ben Zion Bokser in his book The
Wisdom of the Talmud proudly states that all of the countries of the world now use the
Talmudic system of jurisprudence. In that system the judges create law and not just
interpret it. In Christian societies, only God creates law. We are only to interpret what God
has commanded and all laws must comply with God's Laws, Statutes and Judgments. The
laws of the United States are created by the Legislative Branches and then recreated by the
Judicial Branch. Our laws are not the Laws of God interpreted but are created under
Talmudic principles.
Baruch Levy stated that Jewish rulers will be able to abolish private property and use
the resources of the state to do it. That is exactly what all of this environmentalism is
about. It is nothing but to remove the people from their own land. Our nation now has
organization after organization trying to fight this excessive environmentalism. But when
our elected government officials repeatedly side with the environmentalists, and we don't
say a word in protest, we are bowing down to the image of another god.
To make matters even worse, whenever we try to rationalize what is being done, we are
bowing down to that image. When we rationalize the multi-national corporations going to
China, Indonesia, Mexico, and hundreds of other places, and then shipping the goods back
to our country for sale, we are bowing down to that image. We are bowing down when our
entire existence rests on the Stock Exchange system as a result of these Multinational
Corporations.

The Swedish publication Judisk Tidskrift reported this in 1929, "Only recently our race
has given the world a new prophet, but he has two faces and bears two names; on the one
side, his name is Rothschild, leader of all capitalists, and on the other, Karl Marx, the
apostle of those who want to destroy the other."
A Jewish banker from Paris was quoted by the Comte de Saint-Aulaire in 1936 which
confirms what the Swedish publication wrote. The banker said, "Marxism, you say, is the
bitterest opponent of capitalism, which is sacred to us. For the simple reason that they are
opposite poles, they deliver over to us the two poles of the earth and permit us to be its
axis. These two opposites, Bolshevism and ourselves, find ourselves identified in the
Internationale. And these two opposites, the doctrine of the two poles of society, meet in
their unity of purpose, the renewal of the world from above by the control of wealth, and
from below by revolution." What this banker is saying is that the capitalist wealth and the
socialist revolutionary is actually on the same side; that is, to bring about the Utopian one
world government. This, then, rationalizes the CFR, the Trilateralists, the Bilderbergers, etc.
Do not pass any of this off lightly and make no mistake about it. Christianity is caught in
a vise and the jaws of that vise are closing. The conflict is simply Christianity versus
Zionism. When our churches try to rationalize what is being done to us we are bowing down
to the image of another god.
Christians should have no argument with a genuine free enterprise system. Christians
have no argument with a Biblically based republican form of government. We, at Christian
Crusade for Truth, have utilized numerous issues of the Intelligence Newsletter, as well as
spoken messages, to show how we are to live in a Christian society. But when we try to mix
Christianity with Judaism we get Judeo-Christianity and we get a Talmudic form of
government and Christianity.
Repeating verse 5 of Exodus 20, "Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve
them: for I the Lord am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children
unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate me." Yes, those generations which
have lived during this 20th century have failed God miserably. Probably the greatest
mistake was to have accepted the title Judeo-Christianity instead of just plain old fashioned
Christianity. It was the Christianity that Jesus gave us and it was to be "The Way" of life. In
our daily prayers we should pray for Him to teach us how to return to it.
But it is not enough to chastize the generations of only this century. The mistakes were
started a long, long time ago. The history needs to be told and retold until we understand
it. First, in this issue, we will go back to the early events and then close with the history of
how World War I and World War II were started. The true and genuine history is there for
us to learn. We have said many times, the victor always writes the history. What points of
view did the losers have? Taking the two points of view and comparing them we can find
the truth somewhere in between. That often times requires us to discuss "politically
incorrect" situations and statements. So be it. In John 8:32 we read, "And ye shall know the
truth and the truth shall make you free."
To understand the beginnings of our current problems, we must go all the way back to
ancient Babylon. It was here where this ancient empire, one of the great wonders of the
ancient world, taught the captured Israelites from the tribes of Judah and Benjamin. Ancient
Babylon had a system of commerce almost identical to our modern society. The Bible calls
that system of commerce "Babylon." God didn't like it and He destroyed it. Today, we have
the identically same system and John the Revelator calls it "Mystery Babylon." God doesn't
like that either and John prophesied that it, too, would be destroyed. You can read all about
ancient Babylon in the book The Bible as History by Werner Keller (ISBN 0-688-03724-0)

William Morrow New York. The German Biblical Archaeologist Professor Robert Koldewey
uncovered the ruins of this ancient city and found astounding evidence of a city very
similar to a modern American city including finances, commerce, religion, morals, etc.
It was here in a section of Babylon called Tel-Abib where Nebuchadnezzar had taken
only the educated and wealthy leaders of Judah and Benjamin. They were taught the
religions of the East including Zororasterism which teaches such tenets as good versus evil,
wet versus dry, God versus devil, etc. They also were taught the Oriental Kabbalah. In this
ancient system they were taught legends which were diametrically opposed to the teachings
of God through Moses. Probably one of the best sources of information on the Kaballa is The
Holy Kabbalah by A.E. Waite, Library of Congress No. 60-12164, University Books New
York.
It was here in Babylon where these past Israelites from Judah and Benjamin developed
the Talmud. They simply combined all of these beliefs and created the document called the
Talmud. Only 40,000 were allowed to return to Jerusalem to rebuild the Temple. King Cyrus
probably thought of them as still being Israelites and allowed the return under Ezra and
Nehemiah. In reality, they could no longer be considered Israelites with the Laws of Moses.
The Bible calls them Jews. The belief in the Talmud is what makes them Jews. David Ben
Gurion once said, "A Jew is anyone who says he is." His authority for saying that is the
Talmud. If we take David Ben Gurion's statement at face value, when we pay homage to a
Talmudic form of government and go to churches which includes Talmudic concepts, we are
practicing Judaism.
Not all of the newly defined Jews returned to Jerusalem. Most of them stayed in Babylon
and then finally migrated to other parts of the world. Some found their way into Europe and
became known as Venesian traders. Some went to China and became wealthy. Some went
to India and became wealthy. But none of these others made a lasting effect on the world.
But those who went into England did.
In 1066 A.D. William the Conqueror invaded and conquered old Saxon England. The
British Isles were comprised of Angiles and Saxons from Germany, Gaelic Celts and
Norsemen. Their government was Biblical with captains of tens, fifties and hundreds. They
elected what was called the Witan which in turn elected the King. Citizens owned their
property in alloidial title, meaning they paid taxes to no government . Their one, great
weakness was that they bickered and argued among themselves with numerous small
skirmishes, just like we still do today. But the greater system of government remained
intact. Theirs was a simple lifestyle tied closely to farming. But when William the Conqueror
took advantage of the lack of cohesiveness among the English, he conquered it in 1066 at
Hastings. The outcome of that was so monumental that it changed the lifestyle of nearly
everyone.
The simple fact of King William conquering the English was not the important point. He
brought with him the Jewish money lenders from Roen, France. What they did, with King
William taking the credit, changed the world.
Have you ever noticed how bankers enter into the affairs of everyone they loan money
to? It was the same then. These money lenders were the advisors to the king, not a bit
differently than today. The first thing they observed was that the English owned their
property in alloidial title and paid no taxes. They also observed that the English didn't have
magnificant buildings, roads, bridges and all of the other modern conveniences of life. So
they told William to change the system. William did as he was told. He changed the system
of ownership to the system of fief which means the people paid taxes to the king in order

for them to continue "owning" their property. No payment of taxes and the property was
taken from them. That is exactly the way it is now, isn't it?
William was also advised to set aside property to be owned by the government and they
called it the King's Forests.They advised the King to build large government buildings,
roads, bridges, etc., just like in ancient Babylon. The taxes paid for it but only after the
proper sum was paid to the King and to the bankers. It was William the Conqueror who gets
the credit for building that one-square-mile area in greater London called "The City." It was
here where they created the exact duplicate of the system of finance, insurance, money
conveyance, etc as ancient Babylon.
By 1215, King John, the grandson of King William, was on the throne. The situation was
so bad that the people, under their pastors, went to King John and forced him to sign the
Magna Carta. If you will read this document very carefully you will find it to be directly
related to the excesses of these Jewish money lenders through the King. The Magna Carta
was signed, under duress, but nothing changed. Finally, in 1290, King Edward I, the
grandson of King John, was forced to evict the Jews from England. The rest of Europe did
the same, one nation after another, the last being Spain, in 1492. They were forced back
into Eastern Europe and Khazaria. But they didn't stay there. They trickled back and
returned to the practice of lending money at usury. The various kings wanted them and
needed them to pay for their petty wars. Nothing has changed!
There was a deeper purpose than their own private fortunes. As we showed at the
beginning of this issue, Baruch Levy said, "..Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled,
in which is said that when the messianic time is come, the Jews will have all the property of
the whole world in their hands."
Back in England Oliver Cromwell came into power in the 1640's. He, too, needed money
for his wars. An agreement was consumated between the Jews and Cromwell which simply
stated that a marriage between England's nobility and Jewish money would result in them
together ruling the world. This they did. "Rule, Britannia, Rule," and "The sun never sets on
the British Empire."
The system of Colonial rule became the way of life for the nations of the world. It was
the day of exploration. A new primitive country would be conquered and "owned" by a
European nation but the system was perfected by England. They would subjugate the
colony, use them as cheap labor, ship the raw materials of the colonies back to England and
then use sweat shop labor, often children. They would then ship the finished products all
over the world. The so-called Industrial Revolution became an integral part in this system.
The Spanish Jews ruled Spain, using their money obtained from usury, for 1000 years.
It was called the "Golden Mellennium of the Sephardic Jews of Spain." Spain was once a
Teutonic nation. But they mixed with the Moors and the Jews and thus fell as a cohesive
nation, never to rise in importance again. Portugal was once one of the most powerful
countries in Europe and they had an extensive colonial system with most of their colonies
being in Africa. The Talmudists also ruled these Teutonic Portugese men who were sent off
to defend and expand their colonies. They allowed the Blacks from Africa into Portugal to
supply the daily labor. The results were inevitable and they became a fallen nation. The only
thing they have left of their once greatness are memories. These are reflected in the
Portugese Fado music which is a sad and soulful remembrance.
Basically, the British Empire ruled the entire world, including the far East. The other
countries of Europe, and to some extent the United States, simply followed the lead of
England. The system was the economic invention of the day. They would use the cheap

colonial labor to extract the raw materials of the world, then ship them back to England to
be made into manufactured goods such as cloth, steel, clothing, finished products, etc.
But somehow, the British Empire couldn't control Germany. One can ponder whether it
was simply German stubborness or a difference in the type of Christianity between the two
nations. The remainder of this issue will indicate that it was the latter.
The conflict between the two most powerful nations of Europe would one day erupt
where flint and steel would come together and the whole world would suffer.
Yes, the Talmudists were also in Germany, loaning money to the entire economy at
usury, just like in the rest of Europe as well as the United States. But the political control
could never be wrestled from the German people themselves. This had to be because of
their Christian Churches. Germany was primarily Roman Catholic and Lutheran. The Catholic
Church had edicts against usury. The Lutheran Church still believed strongly in the tenets
of Martin Luther, unlike that church in the United States today. Martin Luther understood
the Zionist Utopia concept and he wrote about it.
Nearly all of the conflicts in Europe in the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries were over
England trying to destroy the economic competition of Germany. England blockaded the
English Channel which prevented Germany shipping in that direction. The North Sea was
closed during the winter. England controlled the Mediterranean Sea and the Suez Canal.
England made alliances with France. England dominated the seas.
The Zionists were determined to rule Germany. Zionism was already in complete control
of the British Empire from the time of Oliver Cromwell as we have shown. So how was
Germany (and its people) penetrated? Simply, it was through Communism. What does that
have to do with Zionism? Rabbi Stephen S. Wise said, in 1935, "Some Call it Marxism. I call
it Judaism." Reinhold Niebur said in New York in 1934, "Marxism is the modern form of
Jewish prophecy."
The Communist invasion of Germany in the 19th century was the direct cause of all of
the civil wars and political upheaval. It was during the middle of the 19th century when the
greatest influx of Germans migrated into the United States, just to get away from the evil
and start a new life.
Germany was decimated. They had to rebuild their population, which they did. They
then built the Bagdad Railroad in an attempt to ship their goods through the Eastern route.
But England, knowing what they were doing, waited until they finished the railroad and then
closed the sea lanes to the East. It was nothing but economic warfare.
Considering only the people (and not the respectively controlled governments, of
England, France, United States, and Russia), they have always been on very friendly terms
with the German people. We are all of the same basic Teutonic blood and we think alike.
The Christian Empress Catherine of Russia invited Germany to send people to the Ukraine to
start the great wheat fields. They became the "bread basket" of Europe.
The United States has invited the German people to this country with open arms. We
have used them as engineers, scientists, technicians and farmers. It is a statistical fact that
among the white people of the United States, German blood is the most prominent. Nearly
everyone of us are involved as family because "blood is thicker than water," contrary to
what is politically correct. It is for that reason alone that the world Zionist movement wants
all Teutonic people to turn into a light shade of brown! Germany represents the ancient
ancestral home of all of us. In some sick, strange way the goal of the Zionist movement is
to totally annihilate Germany and all of its people.

The sad, but true, state of affairs today is that all Teutonic blooded people, anywhere in
the world, cannot even politely discuss this history without being termed such epithets as
"racist," "white supremicists," "neo-Nazis," etc. This is untenable and must stop. We must
stand for something or fall for everything!
There is a very deep, Spiritual message to be learned in this. That message is for us to
realize that this battle is between genuine Christianity, "The Way" Christ taught us, and
Zionism. The battle is so succinctly brought out in the Book of Malachi. There is a silent and
peaceful revolution growing in the very heart of America. That revolution is to remove Judeo
from Judeo-Christianity and restore The Words of Christ Himself and relearn the simple
truth that the Laws, Statutes and Judgments were not removed. One more thought on this.
The enemies of Christ may destroy individuals but they will never destroy that
silent and peaceful revolution which is already well established. Praise God.
This battle is God's battle. Unless we give Him the credit the battle will once again be
lost. There have been two great wars in this century and both of them were fought believing
that it would be done in the name of man. God was not to be given credit for anything.
Consequently, that book The Greatest Generation, which Tom Brokaw wrote, can be
accurately assessed as the generation which made the world safe for Communism and
Zionism.
The history of how those wars started also needs to be told. One cannot find that history
in the politically correct history books. We need to find other sources for the truth. At least
one of the best sources is from a man who was at the very top in the Zionist movement,
who has told the story because he has repented, turned Christian and was buried as a
Christian. God, indeed, does work in mysterious ways!
We want to show how the whole world was encompassed in the two great conflagrations
of this century, World War I and World War II. This writer was born in 1923, just 5 years
after World I had finished and four years after the so-called 1919 peace conference.
We had to work, even as children, to make it through the Great Depression. The greater
share of us went into the military blindly and, because of the propaganda and didn't even
know why. This writer went across Europe with General Patton, after entering on Utah
Beach, having fought in all of Patton's campaigns. When we "cooled our heels" at the Elbe
River, waiting for the Communist Russians to take Berlin, there were questions in all of our
minds, not just mine. We received knowledge that one will never get in the politically
correct history books. We lived with, saw, and intuitively knew the history that we will now
share. It is sad, indeed, that most Americans refuse to believe what our own people will
say. But maybe they would believe what an ex-Zionist, at the very top, wrote about this.
It is doubtful that every American knows who Benjamin Freedman was. He was a
Talmudic Jew, a Zionist, and enjoyed very close relations with Bernard Baruch, Samuel
Untermeyer, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin Roosevelt and the Kennedys. He was at the very top
of the Zionist power structure. He broke with Zionism and the Talmud. He finished his life
exposing the evils of this World Utopia. Among other books, he wrote Facts are Facts which
is an expose of the fact that 95% of all Jews are from Khazaria, an ancient kingdom in
Southern Russia, and don't have a drop of Abrahamic blood in them. Of course, Arthur
Koestler wrote about this in The Thirteenth Tribe as did Alfred Lilienthal in his book The
Zionist Connection. But, still, most Americans don't read "politically incorrect" books, do
we?
Benjamin Freedman made a presentation to a group of patriots at the Willard Hotel in
Washington D.C. in 1961. His entire speech was revealed in The Barnes Review, July-
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will be extracting information from this most revealing presentation.
World War I broke out in 1914. By 1916 Germany had subdued Britain and her Allies.
The war was basically finished. England was out of ammunition. There was about a two
week's food supply for the English troops. The French Army had already mutinied after
losing 600,000 soldiers at Verdun. The Russian Army was already returning to Russia.
England had no choice but to quit.
How did Germany do all that in just two years? They did it by sinking nearly all of the
supply ships sending materials to the Allies. They had secretly developed the submarine and
used it with total success. Ships began blowing up all over the Atlantic Ocean because of
these German submarines.
Germany offered peace to England by simply stating, "Lets quit, go home in peace." At
this time there was no damage done in Germany. England was going to accept this.
One must understand the Talmudist's mind. They are the masters of intrigue. You play
chess with them, not checkers. Think five to seven steps ahead of what is being currently
stated at the time by them.
Another point, the powerful bankers for all of the participants in that conflict were
Jewish. The German bankers were primarily Jewish. So, why would these German bankers
not want to settle the war? There had to be a much larger purpose for their efforts in
addition to just making huge profits from usury.
These powerful German bankers went to England and gave them an offer they couldn't
refuse. They told England that they would guarantee that the United States would enter the
war and turn the tide on the condition that England would give the Zionists Palestine.
England was only a protectorate of Palestine at the time and did not have sovereignty.
They had no authority to give it to anybody! But England was so very presumptious in
saying that they would.
The United States was very pro German during the conduct of that war at the time. Of
course, we know now that Americans are so gullible that we believe everything we read in
the controlled newspapers! All of the major newspapers were controlled by Zionists and
they told us that we should be pro German! The reason for that was that these bankers had
families in Germany and, in addition, they hated the Russian Czar because he had these
Talmudists all figured out and Russia had started to tightly control them. During the first
two years of the war they refused to finance England or France because of their alliance
with Russia. But they heavily financed Germany in every way they could because they
wanted to destroy the Czar.
When England accepted the terms demanded by the German bankers, the American
newspapers made a complete 180 degree reversal. Up until that time the newspapers told
about the exploits of the Germans and of their heroic war effort. But when that order came
down from World Zionism, the newspapers in America made a complete turn. Now they
talked about the atrocities of the "Huns." They told such false tales as "cutting off babies
hands." They made up such tales as "shooting Red Cross nurses." We believed it and as Mr.
Freedman said, "We were suckered into that war merely so that the Zionists could obtain
Palestine." He said, "That is something that the people of the United States have never
been told about. They never knew why we went into World War I." That is something you
still won't find in the politically correct history books.

Woodrow Wilson was President of the United States. In other newsletters and messages
we have told about how Samuel Untermeyer and C.I. Scofield, the man who wrote the
Scofield Bible, went to Woodrow Wilson and forced him into naming the Zionist Louis
Brandeis to the Supreme Court or they would reveal an indiscretion which Wilson had
committed. It was President Wilson, Samuel Untermeyer, C.I. Scofield and other Christian
Zionists, along with American Zionist bankers and newsmen who immediately started the
propaganda for a war against Germany. The same technique was used to convince
Americans to intervene in Iraq, Bosnia, Kosovo, Somalia, and now E. Timor.
After the U.S. entered the war, the Zionists went to England and told them it was "payup" time. The English obliged and Lord Balfour made his infamous "Balfour Declaration."
The Zionists were to get Palestine and we have been living with that albatross around our
necks ever since.
After Germany was beaten, solely because the United States entered into the war, the
Peace Treaty was held in Paris, France in 1919. There were 117 Jews there as a delegation
which was headed by Bernard Baruch. Benjamin Freedman, the man who defected Zionism
and turned Christian, was there as the assistant to Baruch. The Germans were locked up in
a hotel room for a week before the conference because this peace treaty was not to be
negotiated, just like what happened after World War II. It was to be unconditional. They
carved up Europe wholesale at the expense of German territories.
It was at this time in the conduct of the peace conference that the Jews came forth as a
delegation and reminded the attendees of the agreement over Palestine. The German
delegation knew nothing about that agreement and it came as a horrible shock. They only
then found out why the United States went to war with Germany.
What bothered them so much was the fact that the Jews had been treated very well in
Germany. The industrial giants of Germany were Jewish. The powerful bankers were Jewish.
Benjamin Freedman reminded us that these German Zionists were treated just as well as
we treat them now here in the United States. You can only imagine the shock the German
delegation, and Germany itself, realized. They just didn't understand the minds of the
masters of intrigue.
World War I guaranteed World War II. Those who study this phenomenon realize that
there were to be three World Wars and two Civil Wars before the world begged for a World
Government, still unbeknown to the masses that it would be Talmudic Zionist in nature.
The German delegation wasn't even allowed to speak at the Peace Conference. But the
meek-mannered German Foreign Secretary Ulric Von Brockdorff-Ratzau put up a protesting
hand anyway. A part of what he said gives us the thought processes of these evil minds. He
said, "The hundreds of thousands of noncombatants who have perished since the eleventh
of November by reason of the blockade were killed with cold deliberation, after our
adversaries had conquered and victory had been assured to them." That statement in 1919
should cause us to understand why we did exactly the same thing in World War II.
The Zionists then, using what can be considered perfect Chutzpah, wrote in the
American newspapers that the reason why Germany didn't like the Jews was because
Germany realized that their great defeat was brought about by the Jewish intercession to
get the U.S. into the war!
That statement can be made only to a people who have bowed down and served them.
Again, in Exodus 20:5 "Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the
Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto
the third and fourth generation of them that hate me." Bowing down to them means fearing

them. You worship whom you fear. II Kings 17:35 tells us this truth, "...Ye shall not fear
other gods, nor bow yourselves to them, nor serve them, nor sacrifice to them:" In verse 36
He tells us another great truth, "But the Lord, who brought you up out of the land of Egypt
with great power and a stretched out arm, him shall ye fear, and him shall ye worship."
Germany had been kind to the Jews from Russia. They opened their doors to the
Russian Jews after the first Communist Revolution in Russia failed. They left Russia and
went to Germany where they were treated very kindly.
Again, England, France and even the United States to a degree, were against Germany
economically because the Germans were an economic threat to our Gross National Product
(GNP). Everyone had to keep Germany bottled up. So in this regard, we will show the exact
words of Benjamin Freedman from his speech in Washington in 1961.
"World War I had been started against Germany for no reason for which Germans were
responsible. They were guilty of nothing, only of being successful. They built up a big navy.
They built up world trade. You must remember that Germany at the time of the French
Revolution consisted of 300 small city-states, principalities, dukedoms, and so forth---300
separate little entities. And between the times of Napoleon and Bismarck, they were
consolidated into one state. Within 50 years they became one of the world's great powers.
"Their navy was rivaling Great Britain's, they were doing business all over the world,
they could undersell anybody, and they could make better products. What happened as a
result of that? There was a conspiracy between England, France and Russia to slap Germany
down. There isn't one historian in the world who can find a valid reason why those three
countries decided to wipe Germany off the map politically."
World War I was a direct result of that age-old contest between English interests and
those of Germany. We have explained that in our newsletters on the destruction of our
culture. Germany had made an alliance with Turkey, Austria and Hungary which was
somewhat an outgrowth of the failed attempt to build and use the Bagdad Railroad. That
had been denied by the English interests.
On the other side was Great Britain, France and Russia. One must remember,
Communism came out of Russia and Germany was fighting Communism. World War II was
guaranteed to happen as a result of the Paris Peace conference of 1919. The Communists
were marching West. They entered Germany in the 1920's There was street fighting.
Attempts were made to take over cities in Bavaria and even Berlin. Things became so
dangerous that even the Kaiser fled Germany to escape the same fate as the Czar. the
population of Germany was 80-90 million. According to Freedman there were only 400,000
Jews. Using foreign money they bought up German property on options before the great
inflation. They then bought the property for penneys on the dollar.
Germany was being destroyed right before the world's eyes. But, according to Benjamin
Freedman, the Germans still did not harm anyone. The German governmant then put
Communists, Christians and Jews alike (and there were many Christian Communists!) into
detention camps. If you will remember, President Roosevelt did the exact same thing with
Japanese Americans during World War II. We remember the incident perfectly. Americans
didn't see anything wrong with that action. Neither did the German people over there with
respect to Communists. But there were already complaints from the American Jewish
Community. The U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull sent Hugo Schoenfelt, a Jew himself,
to Europe in 1933 to see for himself. He returned and stated the camps were in fine shape
and everyone was treated equally and fairly. That information comes from Benjamin
Freedman, the advisor to Bernard Baruch, who in turn was the advisor to President

Roosevelt. That letter from Hugo Schoenfelt was put on the secret paper list and never
made public.
The world Zionists were not satisfied. They sent a delegation to Amsterdam in July,
1933 and their letter which came from that meeting said, "You fire Hitler, and you put every
Jew back into his former position, whether he was a Communist or no matter what he was.
You can't treat us that way. And we, the Jews of the world, are serving an ultimatum upon
you." Germany refused to surrender to the world Jewish Conference. The conference broke
up and went home. But that was not the end of it.
Our same Samuel Untermeyer was the chairman of the conference in Amsterdam. He
immediately went to the Columbia Broadcasting System and made, in effect, this
statement. "The Jews of the world now declare a holy war against Germany. We are now
engaged in a sacred conflict against the Germans." Untermeyer then wrote this in the New
York Times for August 7, 1933, "This economic boycott is our means of self-defense.
President Roosevelt had advocated its use in the National Recovery Program." Incidentally,
even then the NRA had been declared unConstitutional by the Supreme Court.
Americans didn't want any more wars with Germany. There were boycotts, rallys,
marches and demonstrations by thousands of Americans. And many found themselves in
jail, contrary to the First Amendment. The famous Sedition Trial of 1944 was the direct
result of the Administration of President Roosevelt. It was simply an attempt to destroy all
opposition to the then budding Zionist One World Order. That trial lasted for years, and with
reversal after reversal, they tried to keep it alive. It was not until November 22, 1946 that
Chief Justice Bolitha Laws dismissed the indictments and called the case, "A travesty of
Justice."
Samuel Untermeyer and his Zionist friends didn't declare war on Germany. In actuality,
Samuel Untermeyer, in the name of all of World Zionism, declared a war between Zionism
and Christianity. The country of Germany, was, and is, the scapegoat. That war rages on
and any Christian who attempts to understand and teach Christianity as Jesus taught it and
not as modern Judeo-Christianity teaches is attacked with the same fervor as Samuel
Untermeyer demonstrated there in Amsterdam so many years ago.
This writer was there in World War II. One can only imagine the starvation and
sicknesses caused by the total destruction of that war unless it was seen personally. Only
combat troops, and not those who saw it only after it was cleaned up enough to make it
presentable, could understand. The forced march of three and one-half million Germans
back from where the Russian Empress Catherine invited them resulted in over one and onehalf million deaths alone, just on the road back to the German border. The treatment of
German POW's resulted in over one and half million deaths and that is only now being
written about by brave authors. Such books are being removed from the book stores
because they are politically incorrect. The Henry Morgantheau Plan for Germany wasn't to
make them a light shade of brown, It was to obliterate them from off the face of the earth.
Both World Wars turned out the way they did because Christians conducted
them in the name of man. As we have shown in this issue, the United States fought in
the name of Zionism. Those who died in those conflicts who were innocent and ignorant of
that fact, will have died as martyrs. That comes close to home. My own brother, a
paratrooper of the 101st, was killed just three miles from me on Utah Beach. God will not
honor any conflict to save our faith when we refuse to give God the honor. In Deuteronomy,
Chapter 20:3-4, "..Hear O Israel, ye approach this day unto battle against your enemies:
Let not your hearts faint, fear not, and do not tremble, neither be ye terrified because of

them; for the Lord your God is He that goeth with you, to fight for you aganst your
enemies, to save you."

